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ith the advance of wireless communication
technologies, small-size and high-perfor-
mance computing and communication
devices are increasingly used in daily life

and computing (e.g., commercial laptops and personal digital
assistants equipped with radios). In this article we consider a
large population of such devices wishing to communicate
tetherlessly. While the infrastructured cellular system is a tra-
ditional model for a mobile wireless network, here we focus
on a network that does not rely on a fixed infrastructure and
works in a shared wireless media. Such a network, called a
mobile ad hoc network (MANET) [1], is a self-organizing and
self-configuring multihop wireless network, where the net-
work structure changes dynamically due to member mobility.
Ad hoc networks are very attractive for tactical communica-
tion in the military and law enforcement. They are also
expected to play an important role in civilian fora such as
convention centers, conferences, and electronic classrooms.
Nodes in this network model share the same random access
wireless channel. They cooperate in a friendly manner to
engage in multihop forwarding. Each node functions not only
as a host but also as a router that maintains routes to and
forwards data packets for other nodes in the network that
may not be within direct wireless transmission range. Routing
in ad hoc networks faces extreme challenges from node
mobility/dynamics, potentially very large numbers of nodes,
and limited communication resources (e.g., bandwidth and
energy). The routing protocols for ad hoc wireless networks
have to adapt quickly to frequent and unpredictable topology
changes and must be parsimonious of communications and
processing resources.

Due to the facts that bandwidth is scarce in MANET nodes
and the population in a MANET is small compared to the
wireline Internet, the scalability issue for wireless multihop
routing protocols is mostly concerned with excessive routing
message overhead caused by the increase of network popula-

tion and mobility. Routing table size is also a concern in
MANETs because large routing tables imply a large control
packet size and hence large link overhead. Routing protocols
generally use either distance-vector or link-state routing algo-
rithms [2]. Both types find shortest paths to destinations. In
distance-vector routing (DV), a vector containing the cost
(e.g., hop distance) and path (next hop) to all the destinations
is kept and exchanged at each node. DV protocols are gener-
ally known to suffer from slow route convergence and a ten-
dency to create loops in mobile environments. The link-state
routing (LS) algorithm overcomes the problem by maintaining
global network topology information at each router through
periodical flooding of link information about its neighbors.
Mobility entails frequent flooding. Unfortunately, this LS
advertisement scheme generates larger routing control over-
head than DV. In a network with population N, LS updating
generates routing overhead on the order of O(N2). In large
networks, the transmission of routing information will ulti-
mately consume most of the bandwidth and consequently
block applications, rendering it unfeasible for bandwidth limit-
ed wireless ad hoc networks. Thus, reducing routing control
overhead becomes a key issue in achieving routing scalability.
In some application domains (e.g., digitized battlefield) scala-
bility is realized by designing a hierarchical architecture with
physically distinct layers (e.g., point-to-point wireless back-
bone) [3]. However, such a physical hierarchy is not cost-
effective for many other applications (e.g., sensor networks).
Thus, it is important to find solutions to the scalability prob-
lem of a homogeneous ad hoc network strictly using scalable
routing protocols.

The scalability is more challenging in the presence of both
large numbers and mobility. If nodes are stationary, the large
population can be effectively handled with conventional hier-
archical routing. In contrast, when nodes move, the hierarchi-
cal partitioning must be continuously updated. Mobile IP
solutions work well if there is a fixed infrastructure supporting
the concept of the home agent. When all nodes move (includ-
ing the home agent), such a strategy cannot be directly
applied.

A considerable body of literature has addressed research
on routing and architecture of ad hoc networks. Relating to
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the problem described above, we present a survey with a focus
on solutions toward scalability in large populations that are
able to handle mobility. Classification according to routing
strategy, that is, proactive (or table-driven) and reactive (or
on demand), has been used in other articles [4–8]. Here we
provide a classification according to the network structure
underlying routing protocols. Different structures affect the
design and operation of the routing protocols; they also deter-
mine the performance with regard to scalability. Reviews and
performance comparisons of ad hoc routing protocols have
been presented in many earlier publications [4, 5, 9–12].
While some overlap with previous surveys is inevitable in
order to preserve the integrity of our presentation, our choice
of protocols includes recent examples that reveal unique fea-
tures in term of scalability.

In the remainder of this article, we review key routing pro-
tocols in ad hoc networks in three broad categories (Fig. 1):
• Flat routing schemes, which are further classified into two

classes: proactive and reactive, according to their design
philosophy

• Hierarchical routing
• Geographic position assisted routing
Flat routing approaches adopt a flat addressing scheme. Each
node participating in routing plays an equal role. In contrast,
hierarchical routing usually assigns different roles to network
nodes. Some protocols require a hierarchical addressing sys-
tem. Routing with assistance from geographic location infor-
mation requires each node to be equipped with the Global
Positioning System (GPS). This requirement is quite realistic
today since such devices are inexpensive and can provide rea-
sonable precision. The article concludes with a summary of
the scalable features of protocols in the three categories and
future research directions.

Routing in a Flat Network Structure
The protocols we review here fall into two categories: proactive
and on-demand routing. Many proactive protocols stem from
conventional LS routing. On-demand routing, on the other
hand, is a new emerging routing philosophy in the ad hoc area.
It differs from conventional routing protocols in that no routing
activities and no permanent routing information are maintained
at network nodes if there is no communication, thus providing
a scalable routing solution to large populations.

Proactive Routing Protocols
Proactive routing protocols share a common feature, that is,
background routing information exchange regardless of com-
munication requests. The protocols have many desirable prop-

erties, especially for applications including real-time commu-
nications and QoS guarantees, such as low-latency route
access and alternate QoS path support and monitoring. Many
proactive routing protocols have been proposed for efficiency
and scalability.

Fisheye State Routing — Fisheye State Routing (FSR)
described in [13, 14] is a simple, efficient LS type routing
protocol that maintains a topology map at each node and
propagates link state updates. The main differences between
FSR and conventional LS protocols are the ways in which
routing information is disseminated. First, FSR exchanges the
entire link state information only with neighbors instead of
flooding it over the network. The link state table is kept up
to date based on the information received from neighbors.
Second, the link state exchange is periodical instead of event-
triggered, which avoids frequent link state updates caused by
link breaks in an environment with unreliable wireless links
and mobility. Moreover, the periodical broadcasts of the link
state information are conduced in different frequencies for
different entries depending on their hop distances to the cur-
rent node. Entries corresponding to faraway (outside a pre-
defined scope) destinations are propagated with lower
frequency than those corresponding to nearby destinations.
As a result, a considerable fraction of entries are suppressed
from link state exchange packets. FSR produces accurate dis-
tance and path information about the immediate neighbor-
hood of a node, and imprecise knowledge of the best path to
a distant destination. However, this imprecision is compen-
sated by the fact that the route on which the packet travels
becomes progressively more accurate as the packet approach-
es its destination. Similar work is also presented in Fuzzy
Sighted Link State (FSLS) routing [6]. FSLS includes an opti-
mal algorithm called Hazy Sighted Link State (HSLS), which
sends a link state update (LSU) every 2k * T to a scope of 2k,
where k is hop distance and T is the minimum LSU transmis-
sion period. Thus, both FSR and FSLS achieve potential scal-
ability by limiting the scope of link state update dissemination
in space and over time. Theoretical analysis on routing over-
head and optimization for this type of “myopic” routing can
be found in [6].

Optimized Link State Routing Protocol — Optimized Link
State Routing Protocol (OLSR) [15] is an LS protocol. It peri-
odically exchanges topology information with other nodes in
the network. The protocol uses multipoint relays (MPRs) [16] to
reduce the number of “superfluous” broadcast packet retrans-
missions and also the size of the LS update packets, leading to
efficient flooding of control messages in the network.

� Figure 1. Classification of ad hoc routing protocols.
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A node, say node A, periodically broadcasts HELLO mes-
sages to all immediate neighbors to exchange neighborhood
information (i.e., list of neighbors) and to compute the MPR
set. From neighbor lists, node A figures out the nodes that
are two hops away and computes the minimum set of one-
hop relay points required to reach the two-hop neighbors.
Such set is the MPR set. Figure 2 illustrates the MPR set of
node A. The optimum (minimum size) MPR computation is
NP-complete. Efficient heuristics are used. Each node
informs its neighbors about its MPR set in the HELLO mes-
sage. Upon receiving such a HELLO, each node records the
nodes (called MPR selectors) that select it as one of their
MPRs. In routing information dissemination, OLSR differs
from pure LS protocols in two aspects. First, by construction,
only the MPR nodes of A need to forward the link state
updates issued by A. Second, the link state update of node A
is reduced in size since it includes only the neighbors that
select node A as one of their MPR nodes. In this way, partial
topology information is propagated, that is, say, node A can
be reached only from its MPR selectors. OLSR computes the
shortest path to an arbitrary destination using the topology
map consisting of all of its neighbors and of the MPRs of all
other nodes. OLSR is particularly suited for dense networks.
When the network is sparse, every neighbor of a node
becomes a multipoint relay. The OLSR then reduces to a
pure LS protocol.

Topology Broadcast Based on Reverse Path Forward-
ing — Topology Broadcast Based on Reverse Path Forward-
ing (TBRPF) [17, 18] is also an LS protocol. It consists of two
separate modules: the neighbor discovery module (TND) and
the routing module. TND is performed through periodical
“differential” HELLO messages that report only the changes
(up or lost) of neighbors. The TBRPF routing module oper-
ates based on partial topology information obtained through
both periodic and differential topology updates. Operation in
full topology is provided as an option by including additional
topology information in updates.

TBRPF works as follows. Assume node S is the source of
update messages. Every node i in the network chooses its
next hop (say, node p) on the minimum-hop path toward S
as its parent with respect to node S. Instead of flooding to
the entire net, TBRPF only propagates link-state updates in
the reverse direction on the spanning tree formed by the
minimum-hop paths from all nodes to the source of the
updates, that is, node i only accepts topology updates origi-
nated at node S from parent node p, and then forwards them
to the children pertaining to S. Furthermore, only the links
that will result in changes to i’s source tree are included in
the updates. Thus, a smaller subset of the source tree is
propagated. The leaves of the broadcast tree do not forward
updates. Each node can also include the entire source tree in
the updates for full  topology operation. The topology
updates are broadcast periodically and differentially. The
differential updates are issued more frequently to quickly
propagate link changes (additions and deletions). Thus,
TBRPF adapts to topology change faster, generates less
routing overhead, and uses a smaller topology update packet
size than pure LS protocols.

On-Demand Routing Protocols
On-demand routing is a popular routing category for wireless
ad hoc routing. The design follows the idea that each node
tries to reduce routing overhead by only sending routing pack-
ets when a communication is awaiting. Examples include Ad
Hoc On Demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV) [19],
Associativity-Based Routing (ABR) [20], Dynamic Source

Routing (DSR) [21], Lightweight Mobile Routing (LMR)
[22], and Temporally Ordered Routing Algorithms (TORA)
[23]. Among the many proposed protocols, AODV and DSR
have been extensively evaluated in the MANET literature and
are being considered by the Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF) MANET Working Group as the leading candidates
for standardization. They are described briefly here to demon-
strate the on-demand routing mechanism. Interested readers
are referred to [4, 9, 24] for performance evaluation.

On-demand algorithms typically have a route discovery
phase. Query packets are flooded into the network by the
sources in search of a path. The phase completes when a
route is found or all the possible outgoing paths from the
source are searched. There are different approaches for dis-
covering routes in on-demand algorithms. In AODV, on
receiving a query, the transit nodes “learn” the path to the
source (called backward learning) and enter the route in the
forwarding table. The intended destination eventually receives
the query and can thus respond using the path traced by the
query. This permits establishment of a full duplex path. To
reduce new path search overhead, the query packet is dropped
during flooding if it encounters a node which already has a
route to the destination. After the path has been established,
it is maintained as long as the source uses it. A link failure
will be reported to the source recursively through the interme-
diate nodes. This in turn will trigger another query-response
procedure in order to find a new route.

An alternate scheme for tracing on-demand paths is DSR.
DSR uses source routing, that is, a source indicates in a data
packet’s header the sequence of intermediate nodes on the
routing path. In DSR, the query packet copies in its header
the IDs of the intermediate nodes it has traversed. The desti-

� Figure 2. OLSR: an illustration of multipoint relays.
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nation then retrieves the entire path from the query packet,
and uses it (via source routing) to respond to the source, pro-
viding the source with the path at the same time. Data pack-
ets carry the source route in the packet headers. A DSR node
aggressively caches the routes it has leaned so far to minimize
the cost incurred by the route discovery. Source routing
enables DSR nodes to keep multiple routes to a destination.
When link breakage is detected (through passive acknowledg-
ments), route reconstruction can be delayed if the source can
use another valid route directly. If no such alternate routes
exist, a new search for a route must be reinvoked. The path
included in the packet header makes the detection of loops
very easy.

To reduce the route search overhead, both protocols pro-
vide optimizations by taking advantage of existing route infor-
mation at intermediate nodes. Promiscuous listening
(overhearing neighbor propagation) used by DSR helps nodes
to learn as many route updates as they can without actually
participating in routing. Expanding ring search (controlled by
the time-to-live field of route request packets) used by AODV
limits the search area for a previous discovered destination
using the prior hop distance.

Comparisons of Flat Routing Protocols
Key characteristics of the protocols are summarized in Table
1. In the table, N denotes the number of nodes in the network
and e the number of communication pairs. Storage complexity
measures the order of the table size used by the protocols.
Communication complexity gives the number of messages
needed to perform an operation when an update occurs.

The proactive protocols adopt different ways toward scala-
bility. FSR introduces the notion of multilevel fisheye scope to
reduce routing update overhead through reducing the routing
packet sizes and update frequency. FSLS/HSLS further drives
this limited dissemination approach to an optimal point.
OLSR produces less control overhead than FSR because it
forces the propagation of link state updates only at MPR
nodes, leading to fewer nodes participating in link state
update forwarding. Similarly, TBRPF reduces the LS updates
forwarding at leaf nodes of each source tree and disseminates
differential updates. It also generates smaller HELLO mes-
sages than OLSR. Both OLSR and TBRPF achieve more effi-
ciency than classic LS algorithms when networks are dense,
that is, OLSR obtains a larger compression ratio of number of
MPRs over number of neighbors, and TBRPF trims more leaf
nodes from propagation. The multilevel scope reduction from
FSR and FSLS, however, will not reduce propagation fre-
quency when a network grows dense. In contrast, the scope

reduction works well when a network grows in diameter (in
terms of hop distance). Multiple scopes can effectively reduce
the update frequency for nodes many hops away. However, all
four protocols require nodes to maintain routing tables con-
taining entries for all the nodes in the network (storage com-
plexity O(N)). This is acceptable if the user population is
small. As the number of mobile hosts increases, so does the
overhead. This affects the scalability of the protocols in large
networks.

Operations of on-demand routings react only to communi-
cation needs. The routing overhead thus relates to the discov-
ery and maintenance of the routes in use. With light traffic
(directed to a few destinations) and low mobility, on-demand
protocols scale well to large populations (low bandwidth and
storage overhead). However, for heavy traffic with a large
number of destinations, more sources will search for destina-
tions. Also, as mobility increases, the prediscovered route may
break down, requiring repeated route discoveries on the way
to the destination. Route caching becomes ineffective with
high mobility. Since flooding is used for query dissemination
and route maintenance, routing control overhead tends to
grow very high [24] in this case. Longer delays are also expect-
ed in large mobile networks. In addition, DSR generates larg-
er routing and data packets due to the stored path
information. In large networks where longer paths prevail,
source routing packets cause larger overhead.

In terms of scattered traffic pattern and high mobility,
proactive protocols produce higher routing efficiency than on-
demand protocols. The routes to all the destinations are
known in advance. Fresh route information is maintained
periodically. No additional routing overhead needs to be gen-
erated for finding a new destination or route. The cost of
these features is that proactive protocols constantly consume
bandwidth and energy due to the periodic updates. This prop-
erty makes proactive schemes undesirable for some resource
critical applications (e.g., sensor networks).

For AODV and DSR, since a route has to be entirely discov-
ered prior to the actual data packet transmission, the initial
search latency may degrade the performance of interactive
applications (e.g., distributed database queries). In contrast,
FSR, OLSR, and TBRPF avoid the extra work of “finding” the
destination by retaining a routing entry for each destination all
the time, thus providing low single-packet transmission latency.
Proactive schemes such as FSR, OLSR, and TBRPF can easily
extend to QoS monitoring by including bandwidth and channel
quality information in link state entries. Thus, the quality of the
path (e.g., bandwidth, delay) is known prior to call setup. For
AODV and DSR, the quality of the path is not known a priori.

� Table 1. Characteristics of flat routing protocols.

Routing philosophy Proactive Proactive Proactive On-demand On-demand

Routing metric Shortest path Shortest path Shortest path Shortest path Shortest path

Frequency of updates Periodically Periodically Periodically, as needed As needed (data traffic) As needed (data traffic)
(link changes)

Use sequence numbers Yes Yes Yes (HELLO) Yes No

Loop-free Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Worst case exists No Yes (pure LS) No Yes (full flooding) Yes (full flooding) 

Multiple paths Yes No No No Yes

Storage complexity O(N) O(N) O(N) O(e) O(e)

Comm. complexity O(N) O(N) O(N) O(2N) O(2N)
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It can be discovered only while setting up the path and must be
monitored by all intermediate nodes during the session, at the
cost of additional latency and overhead penalty.

Hierarchical Routing Protocols
Typically, when wireless network size increase (beyond certain
thresholds), current “flat” routing schemes become infeasible
because of link and processing overhead. One way to solve this
problem, and to produce scalable and efficient solutions is hier-
archical routing. An example of hierarchical routing is the
Internet hierarchy, which has been practiced in the wired net-
work for a long time. Wireless hierarchical routing is based on
the idea of organizing nodes in groups and then assigning
nodes different functionalities inside and outside a group. Both
routing table size and update packet size are reduced by includ-
ing in them only part of the network (instead of the whole);
thus, control overhead is reduced. The most popular way of
building hierarchy is to group nodes geographically close to
each other into explicit clusters. Each cluster has a leading
node (clusterhead) to communicate to other nodes on behalf of
the cluster. An alternate way is to have implicit hierarchy. In
this way, each node has a local scope. Different routing strate-
gies are used inside and outside the scope. Communications
pass across overlapping scopes. More efficient overall routing
performance can be achieved through this flexibility. Since
mobile nodes have only a single omnidirectional radio for wire-
less communications, this type of hierarchical organization will
be referred to as  logical hierarchy to distinguish it from the
physically hierarchical network structure.

Clusterhead-Gateway Switch Routing
Clusterhead-Gateway Switch Routing (CGSR) [25] is typical of
cluster-based hierarchical routing. A stable clustering algorithm,
Least Clusterhead Change (LCC), is used to partition the whole
network into clusters, and a clusterhead is elected in each clus-
ter. A mobile node that belongs to two or more clusters is a
gateway connecting the clusters. Data packets are routed
through paths having a format of “Clusterhead–Gateway Clus-
terhead–Gateway…” between any source and destination pairs.

CGSR is a distance vector routing algorithm. Two tables, a
cluster member table and a DV routing table, are maintained
at each mobile node. The cluster member table records the
clusterhead for each node and is broadcast periodically. A
node will update its member table on receiving such a packet.
The routing table only maintains one entry for each cluster
recording the path to its clusterhead, no matter how many
members it has. To route a data packet, the current node first
looks up the clusterhead of the destination node from the
cluster member table. Then it consults its routing table to find
the next hop to that destination cluster and routes the packet
toward the destination clusterhead. The destination cluster-

head will finally route the packet to
the destination node, which is a mem-
ber of it and can be directly reached.
This procedure is demonstrated in
Fig. 3.

The major advantage of CGSR is
that it can greatly reduce the routing
table size compared to DV protocols.
Only one entry is needed for all
nodes in the same cluster. Thus, the
broadcast packet size of routing table
is reduced. These features make a
DV routing scale to large network
size. Although an additional cluster
member table is required at each

node, its size only decided by the number of clusters in the
network. The drawback of CGSR is the difficulty of maintain-
ing the cluster structure in a mobile environment. The LCC
clustering algorithm introduces additional overhead and com-
plexity in the formation and maintenance of clusters.

Hierarchical State Routing
Hierarchical State Routing (HSR) [26] is a multilevel cluster-
ing-based LS routing protocol. It maintains a logical hierarchi-
cal topology by using the clustering scheme recursively. Nodes
at the same logical level are grouped into clusters. The elected
clusterheads at the lower level become members of the next
higher level. These new members in turn organize themselves
in clusters, and so on. The goal of clustering is to reduce rout-
ing overhead (i.e., routing table storage, processing, and trans-
mission) at each level. An example of a three-level hierarchical
structure is demonstrated in Fig. 4. Generally, there are three
kinds of nodes in a cluster: clusterheads (e.g., nodes 1, 2, 3, and
4), gateways (e.g., nodes 6, 7, 8, and 11), and internal nodes
(e.g., nodes 5, 9, and 10). A clusterhead acts as a local coordi-
nator for transmissions within the cluster.

HSR is based on LS routing. At the first level of clustering
(also the physical level), each node monitors the state of the
link to each neighbor (i.e., link up/down and possibly QoS
parameters, e.g., bandwidth) and broadcasts it within the clus-
ter. The clusterhead summarizes link state information within
its cluster and propagates it to the neighbor cluster heads (via
the gateways). The knowledge of connectivity between neigh-
bor clusterheads leads to the formation of level 2 clusters. For
example, as shown in Fig. 4, neighbor clusterheads 1 and 2
become members of the level 2 cluster C2. Link state entries
at level 2 nodes contain the “virtual” links in C2. A “virtual”
link between neighbor nodes 1 and 2 consists of the level 1
path from clusterhead 1 to clusterhead 2 through gateway 6.
The virtual link can be viewed as a “tunnel” implemented
through lower level nodes. Applying the aforementioned clus-
tering procedure recursively, new cluster heads are elected at
each level, and become members of the higher-level cluster. If
QoS parameters are required, the clusterheads will summarize
the information from the level they belong to and carry it into
the higher level. After obtaining the link state information at
one level, each virtual node floods it down to nodes of the
lower-level clusters. As a result, each physical node has “hier-
archical” topology information through the hierarchical
address of each node (described below), as opposed to a full
topology view as in flat LS schemes.

The hierarchy so developed requires a new address for
each node, the hierarchical address. The node IDs shown in
Fig. 4 (at level = 1) are physical (e.g., MAC layer) addresses.
They are hardwired and unique to each node. In HSR, the
hierarchical ID (HID) of a node is defined as the sequence of
MAC addresses of the nodes on the path from the top hierar-

� Figure 3. CGSR routing: showing a data path from source to destination.
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chy to the node itself. For example, in Fig. 4 the hierarchical
address of node 5, HID(5), is <1,1,5>. The advantage of this
hierarchical address scheme is that each node can dynamically
and locally update its own HID on receiving the routing
updates from the nodes higher up in the hierarchy. The hier-
archical address is sufficient to deliver a packet to its destina-
tion from anywhere in the network using HSR tables. Gateway
nodes can communicate with multiple clusterheads and thus
can be reached from the top hierarchy via multiple paths.
Consequently, a gateway has multiple hierarchical addresses,
similar to a router in the wired Internet, equipped with multi-
ple subnet addresses. These benefits come at the cost of
longer (hierarchical) addresses and frequent updates of the
cluster hierarchy and the hierarchical addresses as nodes
move. In principle, a continuously changing hierarchical
address makes it difficult to locate and keep track of nodes.

Zone Routing Protocol
The Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP) [7] is a hybrid routing pro-
tocol that combines both proactive and on-demand routing
strategies and benefits from advantages of both types. The
basic idea is that each node has a predefined zone centered at
itself in terms of number of hops. For nodes within the zone,
it uses proactive routing protocols to maintain routing infor-
mation. For those nodes outside of its zone, it does not main-
tain routing information in a permanent base. Instead,
on-demand routing strategy is adopted when interzone con-
nections are required.

The ZRP protocol consists of three compo-
nents. Within the zone, proactive Intrazone Rout-
ing Protocol (IARP) is used to maintain routing
information. IARP can be any LS routing or dis-
tance vector routing depending on the implemen-
tation. For nodes outside the zone, reactive
Interzone Routing Protocol (IERP) is performed.
IERP uses the route query (RREQ)/route reply
(RREP) packets to discover a route in a way simi-
lar to typical on-demand routing protocols. IARP
always provides a route to nodes within a node’s
zone. When the intended destination is not known
at a node (i.e., not in its IARP routing table), that
node must be outside of its zone. Thus, a RREQ
packet is broadcast via the nodes on the border of
the zone. Such a RREQ broadcast is called Bor-
dercast Resolution Protocol (BRP). Route queries
are only broadcast from one node’s border nodes
to other border nodes until one node knows the
exact path to the destination node (i.e., the desti-
nation is within its zone). The hybrid
proactive/reactive scheme limits the proactive
overhead to only the size of the zone, and the
reactive search overhead to only selected border
nodes. However, potential inefficiency may occur
when flooding of the RREQ packets goes through
the entire network.

Landmark Ad Hoc Routing Protocol
Landmark Ad Hoc Routing Protocol (LAN-
MAR) [8, 27] is designed for an ad hoc net-
work that exhibits group mobility. Namely, one
can identify logical subnets in which the mem-
bers have a commonality of interests and are
likely to move as a group (e.g., a brigade or
tank battalion in the battlefield). LANMAR
uses an IP-like address consisting of a group
ID (or subnet ID) and a host ID: < GroupID,
HostID >. LANMAR uses the notion of land-

marks to keep track of such logical groups. Each logical
group has one dynamically elected node serving as a land-
mark. A global distance vector mechanism (e.g., DSDV
[28]) propagates the routing information about all the land-
marks in the entire network. Furthermore, LANMAR
works in symbiosis with a local scope routing scheme. The
local routing scheme can use the flat proactive protocols
mentioned previously (e.g., FSR). FSR maintains detailed
routing information for nodes within a given scope D (i.e.,
FSR updates propagate only up to hop distance D). As a
result, each node has detailed topology information about
nodes within its local scope and has a distance and routing
vector to all landmarks. When a node needs to relay a
packet to a destination within its scope, it uses the FSR
routing tables directly. Otherwise, the packet will be routed
toward the landmark corresponding to the destination’s
logical subnet, which is read from the logical address car-
ried in the packet header. When the packet arrives within
the scope of the destination, it is routed using local tables
(that contain the destination), possibly without going
through the landmark.

LANMAR reduces both routing table size and control
overhead effectively through the truncated local routing table
and “summarized” routing information for remote groups of
nodes. In general, by adopting different local routing schemes
[12], LANMAR provides a flexible routing framework for
scalable routing while still preserving the benefits introduced
by the associated local scope routing scheme.

� Figure 4. HSR: an example of multilevel clustering.
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Comparisons of Hierarchical Routing Protocols

Table 2 summarizes the features of the four hierarchical
routing protocols. Some symbols used in the table are N, the
total number of mobile nodes in the network; M, the average
number of nodes in a cluster; L, the average number of
nodes in a node’s local scope, which is used by both ZRP
and LANMAR and is given here an identical scope size (r
hops). The difference between M and L is that M usually
only includes one-hop nodes, while L includes nodes up to r
hops. The relation between M and L is L = r2 * M. Also in
the table, H is the number of hierarchical levels of HSR. G
is the number of logical groups in LANMAR. The number
of communication pairs is denoted as e. The storage and
communication complexity have the same definitions as
given in an earlier section.

The explicit hierarchical protocols CGSR and HSR force a
path to go through some critical nodes like clusterheads and
gateways, leading to possibly suboptimal paths. The two
implicitly hierarchical protocols ZRP and LANMAR use a
shortest path algorithm at each node. However, LANMAR
guarantees shortest paths only when destinations are within
the scope. For remote nodes, though data packets are first
routed towards remote landmarks through shortest paths,
extra hops may be traveled before a destination is hit. Similar-
ly, ZRP does not provide an overall optimized shortest path if
the destination has to be found through IERP.

CGSR maintains two tables at each node, a cluster member
table and a routing table. The routing table contains one route
to each cluster (actually clusterhead). Its storage complexity is
O(N/M). For the cluster member table, again only one entry is
needed for each cluster. Thus, the storage complexity of
CGSR is O(N/M). In HSR, nodes at different levels have dif-
ferent storage requirements. The worst case occurs at the top
level. The top-level nodes have to maintain a routing table of
its clusters at each level. Thus, its storage complexity is
O(M*H). ZRP has separate tables for IARP and IERP. IARP
is proactive and its storage complexity is O(L). IERP is on-
demand routing; thus, the table size depends on traffic pattern,
leading to storage on the order of O(L) + O(e). In LANMAR
routing, each node also keeps two routing tables. One is a
local routing table keeping track of all nodes in the scope. The
other is a distance vector routing table maintaining paths to all
landmarks. Thus, its storage complexity is O(L) + O(G). Usu-
ally, the number of groups (G) is small (comparing to network
size N). For an example of a simple network with equal parti-
tions, when group size is 25 nodes, a 100-nodes network has
four groups. A 1000-node network generates 40 groups.

The communication complexity of CGSR is O(N) since the
routing table and cluster member table have to be propagated
throughout the whole network. Link updates in HSR are
propagated along the hierarchical tree. In the worst case, if
the top-level clusterhead is changed, corresponding worst-case

communication complexity is O(M*H). The worst case in ZRP
occurs when a link change requires rediscovery of a new route
over the entire network; thus, communication complexity is
O(N). In LANMAR, though the local proactive protocol has
communication complexity in the order of O(L), the total
complexity is still O(N) as the landmark distance vectors have
to be propagated throughout the whole network.

The comparisons of the storage and communication com-
plexities show that hierarchical routing protocols maintain
smaller routing tables compared to flat proactive routing pro-
tocols. Even though the basic protocols have equivalent com-
munication complexity as in flat routing, routing overhead is
greatly reduced because smaller message size is used. For
example in HSR, the storage O(M*H) can be expressed as
O(M*logN/logM) (because the total number of nodes N can
be expressed as O(MH)) and the routing overhead is O((M*
logN/logM)2), and in LANMAR, routing overhead is O((L +
G)*N). Both are smaller than O(N2) in flat LS routing.
Reduction in overhead greatly improves hierarchical routing
protocol scalability to large network sizes.

However, in the face of mobility, explicit cluster-based hier-
archical protocols will induce additional overhead in order to
maintain the hierarchical structure. HSR further requires
complex management for HID registrations and translations
[29]. This will not be the case for the “implicitly hierarchical”
ZRP and LANMAR.

Both ZRP and LANMAR use proactive routing for local
operations. However, they differ in outside scope routing.
ZRP adopts an on-demand scheme and LANMAR uses a
proactive scheme. Thus, when network size increases, so desti-
nations are more likely to be outside the local scope, ZRP’s
behavior becomes similar to on-demand routing with unpre-
dictable large overhead, while LANMAR has the advantage
that the landmark distance vector is small and grows slowly.
LANMAR greatly improves routing scalability to large
MANETs. The main limitation of LANMAR is the assump-
tion of group mobility.

Geographic Position Information Assisted
Routing
The advances in the development of GPS nowadays make it
possible to provide location information with a precision within
a few meters. It also provides universal timing. While location
information can be used for directional routing in distributed
ad hoc systems, the universal clock can provide global synchro-
nizing among GPS equipped nodes. Research has shown that
geographical location information can improve routing perfor-
mance in ad hoc networks. Additional care must be taken into
account in a mobile environment, because locations may not be
accurate by the time the information is used. All the protocols
surveyed below assume that the nodes know their positions.

� Table 2. Characteristics of hierarchical routing protocols.

Hierarchy Explicit two levels Explicit multiple levels Implicit two levels Implicit two levels

Routing philosophy Proactive, distance vector Proactive, link state Hybrid, DV and LS Proactive, DV and LS

Loop-free Yes Yes Yes Yes

Routing metric Via critical nodes Via critical nodes Local shortest path Local shortest path

Critical nodes Yes (clusterhead) Yes (clusterhead) No Yes (landmark)

Storage complexity O(N/M) O(M*H) O(L) + O(e) O(L) + O(G)

Comm. complexity O(N) O(M*H) O(N) O(N)

CGSR HSR ZRP LANMAR
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Geographic Addressing and Routing
Geographic Addressing and Routing (GeoCast)
[30] allows messages to be sent to all nodes in a
specific geographical area using geographic infor-
mation instead of logical node addresses. A geo-
graphic destination address is expressed in three
ways: point, circle (with center point and radius),
and polygon (a list of points, e.g., P(1), P(2), …,
P(n–1), P(n), P(1)). A point is represented by geo-
graphic coordinates (latitude and longitude).
When the destination of a message is a polygon or
circle, every node within the geographic region of
the polygon/circle will receive the message. A geo-
graphic router (GeoRouter) calculates its service
area (geographic area it serves) as the union of the
geographic areas covered by the networks attached
to it (Fig. 5). This service area is approximated by
a single closed polygon. GeoRouters exchange ser-
vice area polygons to build routing tables. This
approach builds hierarchical structure (possibly
wireless) consisting of GeoRouters. The end users
can move freely about the network.

Data communication starts from a computer
host capable of receiving and sending geographic messages
(GeoHost). Data packets are then sent to the local GeoNode
(residing in each subnet), which is responsible for forwarding
the packets to the local GeoRouter. A GeoRouter first checks
whether its service area intersects the destination polygon. As
long as a part of the destination area is not covered, the
GeoRouter sends a copy of the packet to its parent router for
further routing beyond its own service area. Then it checks
the service area of its child routers for possible intersection.
All the child routers intersecting the target area are sent a
copy of the packet. When a router’s service area falls within
the target area, the router picks up the packet and forwards it
to the GeoNodes attached to it. Figure 5 illustrates the proce-
dure of routing over GeoRouters.

As GeoCast is designed for group reception, multicast
groups for receiving geographic messages are maintained at
the GeoNodes. The incoming geographic messages are stored
for a lifetime (determined by the sender) and during the time,
they are multicast periodically through assigned multicast
address. Clients at GeoHosts tune into the appropriate multi-
cast address to receive the messages.

Location-Aided Routing
The Location-Aided Routing (LAR) protocol presented in
[31] is an on-demand protocol based on source routing. The
protocol utilizes location information to limit the area for dis-
covering a new route to a smaller request zone. As a conse-
quence, the number of route request messages is reduced.

The operation of LAR is similar to DSR [21]. Using location
information, LAR performs the route discovery through limited
flooding (i.e., floods the requests to a request zone). Only nodes
in the request zone will forward route requests. LAR provides
two schemes to determine the request zone.

Scheme 1: The source estimates a circular area (expected
zone) in which the destination is expected to be found at the
current time. The position and size of the circle is calculated
based on the knowledge of the previous destination location,
the time instant associated with the previous location record,
and the average moving speed of the destination. The smallest
rectangular region that includes the expected zone and the
source is the request zone (Fig. 6a). The coordinates of the
four corners of the zone are attached to a route request by
the source. During the route request flood, only nodes inside
the request zone forward the request message.

Scheme 2: The source calculates the distance to the desti-
nation based on the destination location known to it. This dis-
tance, along with the destination location, is included in a
route request message and sent to neighbors. When a node
receives the request, it calculates its distance to the destina-
tion. A node will relay a request message only if its distance
to the destination is less than or equal to the distance includ-
ed in the request message. For example, in Fig. 6b, nodes I
and J will forward the requests from S. Before a node relays
the request, it updates the distance field in the message with
its own distance to the destination.

Distance Routing Effect Algorithm for Mobility
Distance Routing Effect Algorithm for Mobility (DREAM)
[32] is a proactive routing protocol using location information.
It provides distributed, loop-free, multipath routing and is
able to adapt to mobility. It minimizes the routing overhead
by using two new principles for the routing update frequency
and message lifetime. The principles are distance effect and
mobility rate. With the distance effect, the greater the distance
separating two nodes, the slower they appear to be moving
with respect to each other. With the mobility rate, the faster a
node moves, the more frequently it needs to advertise its new
location. Using the location information obtained from GPS,
each node can realize the two principles in routing.

In DREAM, each node maintains a location table (LT).
The table records locations of all the nodes. Each node peri-
odically broadcasts control packets to inform all other nodes
of its location. The distance effect is realized by sending more
frequently to nodes that are more closely positioned. In addi-
tion, the frequency of sending a control packet is adjusted
based on its moving speed.

With the location information stored at routing tables, data
packets are partially flooded to nodes in the direction of the
destination. The source first calculates the direction toward
the destination, then it selects a set of one-hop neighbors that
are located in the direction. If this set is empty, the data is
flooded to the entire network. Otherwise, the set is enclosed
in the data header and transmitted with the data. Only nodes
specified in the header are qualified to receive and process
the data packet. They repeat the same procedure by selecting
their own set of one-hop neighbors, updating the data header,
and sending the packet out. If the selected set is empty, the
data packet is dropped. When the destination receives the

� Figure 5. An example of GeoCast.
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data, it responses with an ACK to the source in a similar way.
However, the destination will not issue an ACK if the data is
received via flooding. The source, if it does not receive an
ACK for data sent through a designated set of nodes, retrans-
mits the data again by pure flooding.

Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing
Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) [33] is a routing pro-
tocol that uses only neighbor location information in forwarding
data packets. It requires only a small amount of per-node routing
state, has low routing message complexity, and works best for
dense wireless networks. In GPSR, beacon messages are periodi-
cally broadcast at each node to inform its neighbors of its position,
which results in minimized one-hop-only topology information at
each node. To further reduce the beacon overhead, the position
information is piggybacked in all the data packets a node sends.
GPSR assumes that sources can determine through separate
means the location of destinations and include such locations in
the data packet header. A node makes forwarding decisions based
on the relative position of destination and neighbors.

GPSR uses two data forwarding schemes: greedy forwarding
and perimeter forwarding. The former is the primary forwarding
strategy, while the latter is used in regions where the primary
one fails. Greedy forwarding works this way: when a node
receives a packet with the destination’s location, it chooses
from its neighbors the node that is geographically closest to the
destination and then forwards the data packet to it. This local
optimal choice repeats at each intermediate node until the des-
tination is reached. When a packet reaches a dead end (i.e., a
node whose neighbors are all farther away from the destination
than itself), perimeter forwarding is performed.

Before performing the perimeter forwarding, the forward-
ing node needs to calculate a relative neighborhood graph
(RNG), that is, for all the neighbor nodes, the following
inequality holds:

∀w ≠ u, v : d(u, v) ≤ max[d(u, w), d(v, w)], (1)

where, u, v and w are nodes, and d(u, v) is the distance of
edge (u, v). A distributed algorithm of removing edges violat-
ing Inequality 1 from the original neighbor list yields a net-
work without crossing links and retaining connectivity.

Perimeter forwarding traverses the RNG using the right-
hand rule hop by hop along the perimeter of the region. Dur-
ing perimeter forwarding, if the packet reaches a location that
is closer to the destination than the position where the previ-
ous greedy forwarding of the packet failed, the greedy process
is resumed. Possible loops during perimeter forwarding occur

when the destination is not reachable. These will be detected
and packets dropped. In the worst case, GPSR will possibly
generate a very long path before a loop is detected.

Comparisons of Geographic Position Assisted
Routing
With the knowledge of node locations, routing can be more
effective and scalable in the realm of routing philosophy at
the cost of the overhead incurred by exchanging coordinates.
Key characteristics and properties of the protocols are sum-
marized in Table 3. The same notations used in previous
tables are used here.

GeoCast integrates the physical location into routing and
addressing in the network design, and provides effective
group communication to a geographic region. The hierarchi-
cal arrangement of GeoRouters based on the nested service
areas reduces the size of the routing tables. LAR inherits the
bandwidth saving of on-demand routing when there is no
data to send. Moreover, it reduces DSR overhead by restrict-
ing the propagation of route request packets. However, when
no path is available within the limited request zone or when
location information is obsolete, LAR reverts to DSR’s full
area flooding. Geographic information is used only in flood
reduction during route discovery. DREAM adopts a pure
proactive approach for location updates at each node. It
makes data forwarding decisions based on the geographic
information carried by the data packet. Partial flooding of
the data packet toward the direction of the destination
results in multipath forwarding of copies of the original pack-
ets to the destination. This multiple delivery increases the
probability of reception and protects DREAM from mobility.
Both LAR and DREAM involve network-wise flooding to
obtain location information. Thus, the control overhead
increases when the network grows.

GPSR decouples geographic forwarding from location ser-
vices. The routing overhead is limited to only periodic beacon
massages and a small table for neighbor locations (compared
to GeoCast and DREAM, where tables contain all the nodes
in the network). Thus, GPSR achieves its scalability by being
insensitive to the number of nodes in the network. However,
additional overhead for location services (including location
registration and location database lookup) must be considered
when GPSR is used. Overhead is usually restricted because
only destinations need to register to the location database and
only sources need to query the database. Also, lookup is per-
formed only once at the time communication starts. Ongoing

� Figure 6. LAR: limited flooding of route request: a) scheme 1: expected zone; b) scheme 2: closer distances.
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connections will exchange location updates
through the data packet headers. A scalable
location lookup scheme can be found in [34].

Conclusions
Protocols described in this article reveal the
influence of underlying network structure on the
routing protocols. They also show how the rout-
ing strategy differs in various design considera-
tions. Flat proactive routing schemes with great
advantages of immediate route availability and
strong quality of service support have been stud-
ied using FSR, FSLS, OLSR, and TBRPF as
examples. In these protocols, routing overhead is
efficiently limited. FSR and FSLS achieve rout-
ing traffic reduction by selectively adjusting rout-
ing update frequencies. OLSR reduces both the
size of routing packets and the number of nodes
forwarding such packets. TBRPF limits the prop-
agation of routing updates at leaf nodes and
reports only differential information on source
trees. Both OLSR and TBRPF work more effi-
ciently in dense networks, while FSR and FSLS
are more suitable for large diameter networks. The drawbacks
of proactive schemes are constant bandwidth consumption due
to periodic routing updates. On-demand routing schemes over-
come this problem by searching for available routes to destina-
tions only when needed, thus keeping bandwidth usage and
routing table storage low. Two popular on-demand schemes,
AODV and DSR, scale well for large networks when the com-
munication pattern is sparse and mobility is low.

However, flat routing schemes only scale up to a certain
degree: on one hand, routing table sizes in proactive schemes
grow more than linearly when network size increases, result-
ing in overly congested channels and blocked data traffic; on
the other hand, on-demand schemes incur huge amounts of
flooding packets in large networks in search of destinations.
The major advantage of hierarchical routing is the drastic
reduction of routing table storage and processing overhead.
CGSR, HSR, ZRP, and LANMAR only store routing entries
about nearby nodes. CGSR and HSR organize the routing
information dissemination and data forwarding in an explicit
hierarchical approach through clusterheads. HSR can achieve
multilevel hierarchy through a hierarchical address scheme at
the cost of complex bookkeeping for logical addresses. LAN-
MAR overcomes the limitations of address remapping by
exploiting group mobility. The protocol reduces the routing
table size greatly by keeping only a landmark for each remote
group. LANMAR is suitable for large networks presenting the
grouped motion feature.

With the help from GPS, directional data forwarding can
reduce routing information propagation as shown in LAR and
GPSR, and can improve data reception, for example, in Geo-
Cast and DREAM. However, extra overhead is induced if
mapping from addresses to locations is required. For example,
DREAM generates larger overhead than GPSR due to node
coordination dissemination. A possible solution is to use a
scalable location lookup service. Moreover, location assisted
routing protocols have great advantages in geographic related
applications (e.g., group communications associated with a
particular region, as seen in GeoCast).

We have reviewed a broad range of routing protocols
designed for ad hoc networks. All protocols address the chal-
lenges of scalability. Since ad hoc networks will be used in
various applications ranging from military to commercial,
diversity in routing protocol designs is inevitable. In this arti-

cle we provide descriptions of the protocols and discuss the
differences among them, highlighting particular important fea-
tures impacting scalability. No protocol emerges as the winner
for all scenarios. All the previously mentioned schemes offer
different, competitive, and complementary advantages, and
are thus appropriate for different applications. Routing proto-
cols capable of adapting to various application domains are
desirable in future designs. With the recent rapid growth of ad
hoc networks, future research will face even more challenges
in the attempt to find the best match between scalable routing
and media access control, security, and service management.
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